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Every watch needs a source of power and an oscillator to

regulate its release. In a mechanical watch, the source 

of power is a spring, and the oscillator is a balance wheel

that rocks on a spring. A train of gears, an escape wheel

and an escapement connect the two. The escapement

only allows the escape wheel to turn one tooth at 

time, at a rate determined by the frequency of the

balance (typically 21,600 vph or 28,800 vph – 3 or 4 Hz

respectively). This control feeds back along the gear

train, where the ratios are usually adjusted to the

frequency of the balance so that one of the gears 

turns once a minute for the seconds hand, and another

once an hour for the minutes hand. A separate pair of

gears serves the hour hand. The precision of the

escapement ultimately determines the accuracy and

reliability of the watch. 

The basics
The cylinder escapement, especially popular in the

cheaper watches of the 19th century, shows very clearly

the two jobs that an escapement has to do. First, it

delivers the impulse from the gear train to keep the

balance oscillating and, secondly, it allows the frequency

of the balance to control the rate at which the gear train

runs and indicates the time.

Although the cylinder escapement did its job well, 

its design involves almost continuous friction between

the escape-wheel teeth and the balance, which is not

therefore able to oscillate freely. Timekeeping is

reasonably good when the watch has been freshly

cleaned and lubricated, but it varies with the state of

(Above) The traditional lever escapement – staple of the mechanical
watch industry for over 150 years. This particular CAD drawing is of
‘Oscillateur AK215’ – the first in-house escapement to come out of
Vaucher Manufacture Fleurier, in 2005. The materials used for the
anchor’s exit and entry pallet jewels differ, in order to standardise
energy transmission at each phase of oscillation – white sapphire
and ruby respectively. Normally, the pallets are both ruby.

What’s that ticking noise..?

1 By the mid-1990s, it was becoming clear that, notwithstanding earlier

predictions, the future of the mechanical watch, particularly as a luxury

product, was assured. While some companies remained content to

simply micro-engineer 19th-century pocket-watch complications onto

the wrist, a few started to look hard at the basic mechanism and try 

to make a better watch. Attention immediately fell on the traditional

lever escapement, which has a fundamental problem. But what is 

this problem? What are the different ways it has been addressed, 

and by whom? What, for that matter, is an escapement? Perhaps we

too should have a closer look at the heart of the mechanical watch.

Timothy Treffry

The Great
Escape



Detent Chronometer 
Escapement

As the balance swings anticlockwise, the unlocking pallet

on the roller catches on the passing spring and moves the

detent away from the wheel. The wheel is unlocked, turns

and delivers a frictionless tangential impulse to the balance.

The detent then springs back, locking the next tooth on

the escape wheel. When the balance swings clockwise

(driven by the balance spring) the unlocking jewel clicks over

the passing spring, and the detent continues to lock the

escape wheel until the next anticlockwise swing. There is no

safety system and any adverse torque due to shock may

damage the delicate detent, requiring a very expensive repair. 
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Cylinder Escapement
Although successful, the cylinder escapement invented by

Tompion in the 1690s and later perfected by Graham,

exemplifies what the modern escapement designer tries to

avoid. Driven by the wheel train, the escape wheel tries to

turn clockwise but, one by one, its teeth are blocked by the

cylinder, which forms the axis of the balance wheel. As shown

at ■A , a tooth is trapped inside the cylinder as the balance

swings clockwise. As it reverses, not only can the trapped

tooth escape but, as it leaves the cylinder, its curved surface

gives the balance an anticlockwise impulse, ■B . The next

tooth, now stuck outside the cylinder, will enter when the

balance swings clockwise and gives it a push in that direction

on its way in. The problem? The balance does not swing

freely; it is almost constantly in frictional contact with

escape-wheel teeth. Note that the frequency of the balance

controls the rate at which the escape wheel turns. 
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From The Watch Escapement by George Daniels.

From The Watch Escapement by George Daniels.
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When the watch is wound,
the mainspring (left) is coiled
in the centre of the barrel. 
As the inner end of the
spring is fixed during
running, it is the barrel that
turns. The reversed outer
end of the spring is chisel-
shaped and presses under 
a piece of a stronger spring,
which acts as a clutch. 
If the spring is overwound
(as happens in self-winding
watches) it will pull the end
of the clutch spring inwards,
causing it to slip. The barrel
teeth drive a train of wheels
and pinions leading to 
the escape wheel. The
escapement controls the
turning of the escape 
wheel and therefore the
performance of the watch.

Spring barrel

wind. Trying to overcome this problem, watchmakers

in the 18th and 19th centuries invented a variety

of escapements, before, after a few false starts,

settling on the lever. This has sustained the watch

industry for most of the last 150 years. The lever

escapement needed to be made much more

accurately than its predecessors, but the balance

swung free of the escapement for 90% of its

swing. The English Lever Escapement, as modified

by the Swiss, is undoubtedly the most successful

watch escapement ever produced.

Although friction is much less in the lever

escapement than in the cylinder escapement, 

the impulses still involve friction between the

interacting planes of the anchor pallet jewels and

the escape-wheel teeth. The lever escapement

still requires lubrication therefore, which is its

fundamental problem, as oils deteriorate. 

A frictionless escapement had been developed 

for marine chronometers used for navigation,

where, particularly in the days before radio time

signals (let alone GPS), precise timekeeping was

literally a matter of life or death. The chronometer

escapement achieves its long-term precision

because it doesn’t require lubrication. Moreover, 

it is a ‘detached escapement’; the balance is almost

entirely free of interference and can behave as an

(almost) perfect oscillator. The weakness of this

escapement is that it only impulses the balance 

in one direction, and is unreliable in a wristwatch,

where sudden movement of the arm could cause

the mechanism to jam. 

Two wheels better
The Co-Axial escapement commercialised by Omega

in 1999 arose from a 30-year search by Dr George

Daniels for a lubrication-free escapement that

could be used in a wristwatch. In a chronometer

escapement, the perfect tangential impulse given

to the balance can only be in one direction: the

direction the wheel turns. The Daniels double-

wheel escapement solved this problem by using

two counter-rotating escape wheels, which take it

in turns to impulse the balance in both directions.

Breguet had tried such an escapement early in 

the 19th century but had problems and eventually

abandoned it in favour of the lever. Daniels’

solution was to have each wheel driven by a

separate train; effectively a double watch. (At the

time of the American moon landings, he turned

this necessity into an advantage by making a

special ‘Space Traveller’s Watch’ showing both

solar and sidereal time.)

Although this escapement performed very well in 

a pocket watch, it was rather bulky for the wrist.

The Co-Axial escapement arose from the realisation

that the two escape wheels could be brought

together on a single axis, turning in the same

direction, with one impulsing the balance directly

and the other indirectly. Through the 1970s,

Daniels modified a number of brands’ existing

production watches to include his escapement (the

drawing shown here was done for Patek Philippe in

1981), but at this period of crisis it was difficult to

interest manufacturers in a new approach to the

The Gear Train

Escapement acts here

Escape wheel
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The Daniels Escapements
mechanical watch. Indeed, it required a degree of courage, and

deep pockets, for ETA (the movement-making arm of Swatch Group)

to begin the production of the Co-Axial in 1994.

For an escapement to function correctly, the escape wheel must

leap forward smartly when it is unlocked so that it can give a

sharp impulse to the escapement. Breguet’s attempts to produce

a counter-rotating double-wheel escapement with one wheel

driving the other failed because the inertia of his brass and steel

wheels led to a sluggish action. In 2001, with the benefit of new

technology, Ulysse Nardin launched its famous ‘Freak’, which 

had a single-train dual-wheel ‘Dual Direct’ escapement designed

by Dr Ludwig Oechslin. That and 2005’s improved 28,800 vph

‘Dual Ulysse’ escapement required the use of very light, low-

inertia components. 

Traditional machining methods involve taking a piece of metal,

holding it firmly and cutting bits off until you have what you

want. The component must be substantial enough to endure this

production process and, as far as watch parts are concerned, they

are often more massive than they need to be. New processes

introduced to watchmaking by Ulysse Nardin involve either

electro-deposition (where the component is produced one

molecule at a time) or etching (where molecules are removed

without imposing any cutting stresses). Strong, but very light

components can be produced from novel materials by these

methods. Ulysse Nardin’s escape wheels are almost diaphanous,

made in nickel-phosphorous by electro-deposition, or from

monocrystalline silicon and even diamond by plasma etching. 

In both the original Freak and last year’s ‘160’ anniversary watch,

silicon was used. Note that in the Dual Ulysse escapement 

there are no pallet jewels; the silicon components have a hard,

jewel-like surface and, being light, impact forces are low. 

Newcomers
The Audemars Piguet escapement, revealed last year in the fifth

‘Tradition d’Excellence’ cabinet piece, also relies on new

technology: the escape wheel is nickel-phosphorus. A tangentially

placed lever locks the escape wheel but the escape wheel

impulses the balance directly as in the chronometer escapement.

It does have the disadvantage of only impulsing in one direction

and relying on the balance spring for the return swing. The safety

cylinder should however prevent derangement if this goes awry.

This escapement is very similar to an unsuccessful one developed

by Robin in the 1790s, but again it is modern production methods

and new materials that make the modern version more successful.

A particular feature of the AP escapement is that the balance has

two springs. They are arranged with their ends displaced by 180°

around the balance. This has the effect of cancelling any poise

errors as the springs breathe, and also balancing the lateral

forces on the balance pivots. This twin-spring arrangement may

emerge as the major contribution to the Millenary series.

Double-Wheel
Like the chronometer escapement, the independent double-wheel escapement
separates the functions of locking (red) and impulse pallets (green). The two
escape wheels turn in opposite directions and are driven by separate gear
trains. The T-shaped lever moves from side to side as the balance oscillates,
locking and releasing the escape wheels alternately. As each wheel is unlocked
it impulses the balance, first in one direction and then the other. The impulse 
is delivered tangentially without friction. (From The Watch Escapement by 
George Daniels.)

Co-Axial
In the Co-Axial escapement, the two escape wheels are brought together 
and rotate in the same direction. The impulse delivered by the escape pinion
(which receives power from the wheel on the left) is reversed by the lever and
drives the balance anticlockwise. The larger escape wheel drives the balance
clockwise. The balance is impulsed tangentially in both directions, virtually
without friction. (From a drawing by George Daniels.)
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These images, selected from an Audemars Piguet animation,

show the action of the lever escapement. Note that an

acoustic representation of the ‘ticks’ has been added. The

numbers indicate the actions that produce the ‘ticks’

interpreted by watch timing machines.

The balance has completed its clockwise swing (the ruby

pin is out of sight at the top of the frame). The escape wheel

is locked on the exit pallet and is pressing the lever against 

a banking pin. As the balance swings anticlockwise the

ruby pin enters the fork, moving the lever and unlocking the

escape wheel. As this wheel turns, a tooth presses on the

sloping face of the exit pallet pushing the fork to the right

and impulsing the balance anticlockwise. Note that the

escape-wheel tooth is moving tangentially but the force

exerted on the exit pallet is radial. The friction involved

makes lubrication essential and deterioration of the lubricant

is the reason lever-escapement watches require regular

servicing. Movement of the lever brings the entry pallet

into the path of an escape-wheel tooth and the wheel locks,

forcing the lever against the other banking pin. As the

balance returns from its anticlockwise swing, the escape

wheel is unlocked and a clockwise impulse is delivered as the

escape wheel tooth slides over the entry pallet. Looking

again at , note the safety roller on the balance and the dart

on the lever. The dart lies on either side of the safety roller as

the balance swings (but does not touch it) ensuring that the

escape wheel can only be unlocked when the ruby pin is

moving the lever. As the lever moves from side to side, the

dart enters the recess in the safety roller. Movement of the

lever is thus under control at all times, and cannot be

disturbed by external shocks.
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Lever Escapement

From The Watch Escapement by George Daniels.
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Jaeger-LeCoultre also introduced a new escapement last

year, fitted to its ‘Reverso grande complication à triptyque’.

It is very like a chronometer escapement, impulsing only in

one direction, but it utilises modern materials; the detent,

lever, and escape wheel are all made of silicon.

Crude oil
At one level, the search for new escapements and the 

use of new materials may just be a means of product

differentiation and a device to tantalise (or mesmerise?)

wealthy collectors. However, there is a more fundamental

need to be satisfied, and that is to extend service

intervals. Because the traditional lever escapement

requires lubrication, and the oil deteriorates, the

traditional watch needs servicing every few years. For a

variety of reasons, not least the refusal of watch

companies to provide them with parts and information,

the independent local watch repairer has, worldwide,

virtually disappeared. Although attempts are now being

made to expand capacity, servicing via the ‘official

channels’ often involves eye-watering charges and long

delays. A lubrication-free escapement could extend

service intervals up to a decade, taking pressure off the

servicing system and assuaging owner frustration.

Of the new, more-or-less friction-free escapements, 

the Co-Axial has been in use commercially for eight years

and is now found in over a million watches. After some

problems with the initial movements, owners are reporting

superb timekeeping performance extending over several

years, which bodes well for Omega’s brand-new Co-Axial

calibre and Hour Vision watches (see p.64). The Ulysse

Nardin dual-wheel escapement so far exists in only a few

hundred examples, but it holds great promise for the

future – especially as the production of silicon components

becomes routine. Its minimalist design is elegant and

symmetrical, and the transfer of energy from train to

balance is highly efficient. If you compare the diagrams,

you can imagine it as a morph of the Daniels double wheel. 

Going practically unnoticed though is the German

company, Sinn. Approaching the escapement’s lubrication

problem in a remarkably elegant fashion, Sinn has simply

replaced the usual sapphire pallets with diamond and

changed the alloy used in the steel escape wheel. In doing

so, Sinn claims that the escapements in its ‘Diapal’

(diamond pallet) watches do not need lubricating at all. 

It seems the solution to the escapement’s fundamental

problem may still lie with the traditional lever. �
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Jaeger-LeCoultre
‘Ellipse Isometer’
Escapement

The new Ellipse Isometer escapement that

Jaeger-LeCoultre developed for the Triptyque is

completely novel. The escape wheel is locked by

the D-shaped pallet, which is held in position by a

sprung detent arm pressing against its flat face. The

D-shaped locking pallet is pivoted at its centre and

mounted on a short lever, which includes an unlocking pallet.

■A The balance turns anticlockwise. ■B Single-beat phase. The impulse pallet
of the roller moves past the escape wheel without touching it. The unlocking
pin slides over the detent arm. The D-shaped locking pallet does not release
the escape wheel. ■C The balance turns clockwise. ■D The balance releases
the escape wheel. The unlocking pin strikes the locking pallet, which turns
the D-pallet a little anticlockwise, allowing the escape-wheel tooth to move
past its flat face. ■E As the escape wheel turns, a following tooth – the 
next but one – makes contact with the impulse pallet, transferring enough
energy to keep the balance in motion. ■F The sprung arm returns the 
D-pallet to the locking position, again locking the escape wheel as the
balance continues clockwise.
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The ‘28,800 vph’ Freak in rose gold
from 2005, fitted with Dual Ulysse
escapement. The ‘carrousel tourbillon’
movement completes one rotation
every hour and therefore acts as the
minutes hand. The two interlocking
escape wheels are just visible beneath
the balance wheel.

(Left) No. 5 of
Audemars Piguet’s
eight-part ‘Tradition
d’Excellence’ cabinet
collection (limited 
to 20 pieces; POA).
Presented within the
oval ‘Millenary’ case is
AP’s new, lubrication-
free escapement.

■A As shown, the balance has previously turned anticlockwise,
swinging a ‘leg’ against the banking pin and locking at one escape
wheel at L. The meshing wheel is also locked. The balance is now
returning clockwise and the ruby pin has entered the fork.

The Ulysse Nardin dual-wheel escapement was introduced in

the ‘Freak’ in 2001. The Dual Direct escapement (five active

teeth) was replaced in 2005 by the Dual Ulysse pictured here

(18 active teeth). One wheel has a pinion and is driven by the

train; it also meshes with its partner so the wheels turn in

opposite directions. The stubby, almost humanoid, lever has

‘elbows’ for locking and ‘ears’ for impulsing. 

Ulysse Nardin Double-Wheel Escapement

Audemars Piguet Escapement
Freeze-frame images from an AP animation, which includes oscilloscope 
traces of the ‘ticking’ – colour-matched to the highlighted contact points. 

■A The escape wheel is locked at L, as the balance begins its anticlockwise
swing. ■B The lever has been moved, unlocking the escape wheel, which turns
to impulse the balance at 2. ■C The ruby pin has moved the lever against
the banking pin at 4 and locked the escape wheel at 3. ■D The balance has
completed its swing and is returning clockwise. The lever has moved to lock
the escape wheel as highlighted. Note that when moving anticlockwise the
impulse jewel makes no contact with the escape wheel. Images ■D and ■A
appear similar but the balance is moving in opposite directions. Note that
while the escape wheel is locked, the lever is stabilised by the safety dart 
and cylinder. This escapement impulses tangentially, but only in one direction. 
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Uniquely, AP's new
balance comprises two
springs superimposed
on the same plane,
which cancel poise
errors and balance 
the lateral forces on
the balance pivots.
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■B As the balance swings clockwise, the wheels are unlocked and the second wheel helps the balance on its
way with an impulse at I. ■C The balance continues clockwise, leaving the lever forced against the banking
pin by the pressure at L when the second wheel is locked. ■D As the balance swings back anticlockwise, 
the wheel will be unlocked and an anticlockwise impulse will be given at I. Both impulses are tangential 
and the escapement does not need lubrication. 
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